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Take collaboration to  
the cloud

Many companies today are opting for cloud-based solutions 
to meet their most stringent privacy and security 
requirements for document management. Cloud computing 
can provide new levels of collaboration, agility, speed, and 
cost savings for enterprises of any size and type. The shift 
from an on-premise delivery model to on-demand, cloud-
based solutions lowers costs and mitigates risk. Using 
Autonomy WorkSite in the Cloud, organizations can leverage 
the benefits offered by cloud computing, while making 
business documents and email accessible from any access 
point, including the internet and mobile devices. For added 
ease of use, WorkSite manages all electronic content in the 
cloud over standard Internet connections.

Autonomy WorkSite in the Cloud provides the same capabilities as WorkSite on-premise, 
allowing you to implement and promote collaboration across distributed teams and clients to 
ultimately improve profitability and customer service. WorkSite in the Cloud is exceptionally 
easy to use, deploys across organizations quickly, and requires minimal training for a lower 
total cost of ownership and rapid return on investment. Rather than relying on email to share 
and iterate versions of documents, WorkSite provides a common location that mitigates the 
risks associated with sending an out-of-date or incorrect version of a document. 

WorkSite in the cloud 

WorkSite in the Cloud enables rapid deployment, enhanced collaboration, and on-demand 
scalability. The hosted model allows internal and external resources, as well as third-party 
service providers, to collaborate on a single set of data in the cloud, eliminating the need to 
create multiple copies of content or perform information hand-offs across disparate networks.

The WorkSite architecture is specifically designed to support HP Autonomy’s cloud, with 
WorkSite Anywhere eliminating the need for point-to-point VPN connections. WorkSite 
Anywhere, a core component of WorkSite 9.0, supports HTTPS connectivity from local clients to 
hosted servers.  

Intelligent document and email management 
Autonomy WorkSite overcomes the greatest barriers to effective information management 
by ensuring user adoption through an advanced filing system. The advanced solution 
eliminates tedious forms and manual classification of each and every asset to enhance the user 
experience, ensuring that enterprise content is captured for management and leveraged to its 
highest value.

Even widely–distributed teams can work together on projects, empowering staff to take 
advantage of available resources and expertise across the globe with the necessary security 
to restrict access to sensitive data. WorkSite also maintains a comprehensive audit trail for 
regulatory, legal, or operational purposes. Essential document management features track 
document versions from initial draft to final form. Email management transforms email from 

Highlights

• Robust document management in the cloud 
– Automatically manage documents, case 
files, and emails to ensure compliance and 
productivity

• Advanced search and retrieval – Powered 
by IDOL, Worksite provides a conceptual and 
contextual understanding of electronic data 
with unmatched accuracy of results

• Powerful local cache – Retrieve documents 
locally whenever possible to maximize 
performance and enhance the user experience

• Easy-to-use interface – Provides an intuitive 
and customizable user experience for creating, 
managing and governing all content

• Petabyte scalability – WorkSite has petabyte 
scalability, allowing WorkSite to grow to meet 
all business needs
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an isolated knowledge source, visible only to the addressee, to an asset that can be accessed 
by relevant users across all offices, easily and securely. Email management also enables 
compliance and simplifies discovery requests by storing related emails and documents in one 
central location.

Capture, organize, and search email
Since email now constitutes so much of our daily communication, it is imperative that today’s 
document management solutions offer rich functionality to capture, organize, and search 
business-related messages. WorkSite in the Cloud fully supports the robust capabilities of 
WorkSite Email Management.   Through an intuitive and smart email toolbar, users can file 
email directly into WorkSite, manage attachments and search workspaces. 

Deep integration with Microsoft Exchange enables suggested filing, server side email filing, 
synchronized folders, delegate filing and duplicate detection. 

Intuitive user experience in the cloud
Autonomy WorkSite offers the most compelling cloud-based user experience through mature 
and proven desktop clients: DeskSite and FileSite.  Users open and save documents from 
WorkSite naturally through advanced integration with Microsoft Office or Adobe Acrobat.  
Advanced features, such as document compare, document combine and mail merge are also 
supported.

Leverage local content for fastest performance 
Autonomy OffSite complements WorkSite in the Cloud by caching documents locally, enabling 
maximum performance by disconnecting performance of the application from the speed of the 
network connection. Leveraging locally cached files, OffSite enables new and updated files to 
be updated in the cloud using a sophisticated synchronization and conflict resolution algorithm 
that quickly and accurately coordinates with the server in the background. OffSite also provides 
peace of mind to end users who can be assured that their content is always available locally 
even in those instances when they may be disconnected from the network.
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Security in the cloud 
Our cloud offering leverages 14 global cloud data centers operated by HP Autonomy. The HP 
Autonomy cloud currently has over 50 petabytes of customer information under management 
worldwide in a highly scalable solution manned 24x7 by a dedicated operations staff. The 
largest private cloud in existence, its global data and eDiscovery processing centers are Safe 
Harbor-certified, which means your data is protected and can stay within regional or geographic 
boundaries on request to support legal or privacy related issues. In addition, the HP Autonomy 
cloud possesses key compliance certifications such as PCI DSS, ISO 27001, and SSAE-16.

Petabyte scalability powered by IDOL
Leveraging its long history of scalable and secure cloud architecture, HP Autonomy delivers 
massive, enterprise-wide, petabyte scalability without compromising performance, data 
security, or accessibility under any load.  Powered by the Intelligent Operating Data layer (IDOL), 
WorkSite indexes every version of every document, with support for over 1000 file formats, 
across 150+ languages. 

Elevate your on-premise WorkSite to the cloud

Existing customers can easily upgrade their on-premise WorkSite environments to the cloud 
and begin to realize the business advantages of cloud computing.  WorkSite in the Cloud offers 
the advantages of WorkSite 9.0 powered by IDOL with minimal capital expenditure.  

Ensure disaster recovery and high availability
With WorkSite in the Cloud, organizations can stand up redundant WorkSite environments 
for business continuity. This solution includes real-time replication of the WorkSite database 
and native files to ensure 100% uptime in the event of a natural or man-made disaster.  
Users simply connect to the alternate WorkSite server in the HP Autonomy private cloud and 
access their business content remotely.  When the on-premise servers come back online, 
any edited content is synchronized back to the production environment.  This configuration 
eliminates the need for organizations to build redundant facilities and manage the 
complexities of data synchronization.

About HP Autonomy

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured 
data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s powerful 
management and analytic tools for structured information together with its ability to extract 
meaning in real time from all forms of information, regardless of format, is a powerful tool 
for companies seeking to get the most out of their data. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps 
power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and 
OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance solutions in areas such as 
eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help 
companies grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization 
and rich media management.

Please visit autonomy.com to find out more.
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Key advantages

Cloud-based computing alleviates adoption 
complexity, reduces IT overhead, and enables 
organizations to drive information governance 
programs directly from the cloud.  
Advantages include:

• Increased predictability of costs 

• Scalable architecture 

• Faster ROI 

• Increased business agility 

• A simplified and optimized IT environment with 
less to own and operate 

• Ad hoc expansion to support growth within the 
organization 

• Sophisticated, automated data protection and 
disaster recovery capabilities 

• Maximum performance and continuity of the 
user experience using on site cache
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